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Formulas are obtained for the number of m-cycles, y,(G, n), and the number of all cycles, 
-r(G, n). in the complement of a graph G with respect to the complete graph K,, in terms of the 
‘linear forest array’ of G. Some elementary properties of these arrays are obtained. Computer 
results are reported which show that, as T ranges over all trees of order p, the star graph 
maximizes v(T, p) for p = 5 to 8 and the path maximizes r(T, p) for p =9 to 12. This 
corroborates a conjecture of K.B. Reid. An asymptotic result is proved, comparing y,(F, n) 
with -r.,(G, n) and y(F, n) with -r(G, n) as n + m for fixed F, G. Finally, if F is a forest it is 
shown that the computational complexity of calculating -r,(F, n) and y(F, n) is polynomially 
bounded in the number of edges of F. 
1. Introduction 
The main object of this paper is to study the number of cycles in the 
complement of a tree, extending some results of K.B. Reid and working towards a 
settlement of two conjectures by him [S]. The method used is the inclusion- 
exclusion principle, which has been used before to enumerate cycles, paths and 
other patterns in the complement of a graph or digraph [2,9]. 
The inclusion-exclusion principle suffers from the drawback that, because of the 
alternation in sign of terms that do not decrease very rapidly, general conclusions 
are difficult to draw. However, the only other general approach which appears to 
have been considered so far, via the adjacency matrix of the graph itself rather 
than its complement (see [5,7]), involves computational complexity which is 
exponential in the order of the graph. The method of inclusion+xclusion has 
computational complexity which depends on the number of edges in the comple- 
ment, and in particular (as we show in Section 8) if that complement is a forest F, 
the computational complexity is polynomially bounded in the number of edges of 
F. 
If G is a graph we will denote the vertex set of G by V(G) and the edge set by 
E(G). If IV(G)]= p and ]E(G)]= q we say that G is a (p, q)-graph (and has order 
p). If p > 1, we denote by S, the star graph of order p, i.e., the complete bipartite 
graph Ki,,-i, and by P,, the path of order p. The (2q, q)-forest consisting of q 
mutually independent edges is denoted by I,. 
Throughout the paper, we inter-pet O! as 1 and (-n)! as 0 (n E Z’). If II, m are 
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integers, we interpret (E) as 0 unless 0 - < m Gn, in which case it has the usual 
interpretation; in particular, (:) = 1 for any non-negative integer n. 
2. The linear forest array 
We define a linear forest to be a graph each of whose connected components is 
a path of order two or more (i.e., a non-trivial path). If G is a (p, q)-graph we 
define the linear forest array A(G) of G to be the array; 
where Ahk(G) is the number of subgraphs of G that are linear forests with h edges 
and k components. 
Remark 1. By convention we take A,,(G) = 1 for any (p, q)-graph G. Note also 
that A,,(G) = q; all other entries in rows 0 and 1 and column 0 are zeros. 
Remark 2. Since the sum of the numbers of edges and components of a linear 
forest is the number of vertices of the forest, we have for any (p, q)-graph G: 
Ahk(G)=O unless kSh<q and k+hcp. 
In particular, Ahk(G) = 0 if k > $p. 
Proposition 1. If T is a p-tree, then 
;g A~,IU-) = (1). 
Proof. The linear forests with one component are exactly the non-trivial paths, 
and there is exactly one path between any two distinct vertices of T. 0 
Proposition 2. If G is a (p, q&graph, then 
i A,,(G) = A,,(G)+A,,(G) = f). 
k=O 2 
Proof. Any pair of edges of G forms a linear forest, with either one or two 
components. 0 
Proposition 3. If G is a (p, q)-graph and 3 s h ~4, then 
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with equality if and only if each component of G is an isolated vertex, a path or a 
cycle of length greater than h. 
Proof. If G is as described, then every set of h edges of G forms a linear forest. 
Otherwise, for each h 5 3 there are some such sets that do not. Cl 
Corollary. Among p-trees, P, strictly maximizes the row sums of A for rows 3 to 
p- 1. 
Proposition 4. If T is any p-tree and 2 s k c [$pJ , then 
with equality if T = P, and strict inequality otherwise, except possibly at k = [tp]. 
Proof. If u is a vertex of T of ‘degree d and X is any subset of V(T) of cardinality 
2k, we denote by X,(v), . . . , X,(u) the subsets of X lying in the components of 
the subgraph of T induced by deleting u. Any k-component linear forest in T has 
2k endpoints; thus the inequality is established if we can show that no set X as 
above can be the set of end vertices of two different linear forests F, and F2. 
Suppose otherwise, and let x, y, z be distinct elements of X such that the path 
joining x to y is a component of F1 whereas the path joining x to z is a 
component of F2. Let u be the vertex at which the paths xy, xz diverge. Let Xi(U), 
Xi(u) be the subsets of X, constructed as above, containing y and z respectively. 
By considering F1, we conclude that (X,(u)1 is odd and IXi(u)l is even; by 
considering F2 we conclude the opposite, and this is a contradiction. Thus the 
inequality is established. 
If T = P,, then every subset of V(T) of even cardinality is the set of end vertices 
of a linear forest in T. This establishes equality. If Tf P, and 2s k S [+pj - 1, 
choose a vertex u of degree d 2 3. Then it is not difficult to see that a set X of 
cardinality 2k can be chosen, containing u, such that at least three of the sets 
X,(u), . . ., X,(u) have odd cardinality. Then X cannot be the set of end vertices 
of a linear forest in T, and this establishes strict inequality. 0 
Corollary. Among p-trees, P, maximizes all the column sums of A and strictly 
maximizes the sums for columns 2 to Lip] - 1. 
Remark 3. For p 2 6, the maximization of column [$pj is never strict, as may be 
observed by constructing an appropriate tree with one vertex of degree 3, the rest 
being of degree 1 or 2. 
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3. Cycles in the complement of a graph 
If G is a (p, q&graph, then for each m 33 we denote by c,,(G) the number of 
m-cycles in G, and for each n 5 p we define 
r,,(G, n> = c,Wn \ G), 
r(G n) = f, r,(G n) = 2 r,(G, n). 
In=3 
The two theorems which follow are in fact special cases of Theorems 1 and 2 of 
[2]. We have presented our own proofs in order to avoid the notational complex- 
ity of [2] and to develop a notation suitable for our purposes. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a (p, q)-graph. Then for each m 3 3 and each n 2 p: 
r,(G, ~)=(-l).“$,(G)+k~~0(-l)h2k-L(m-h-1)! (;I;&k(G). 
(1) 
Proof. By the inclusion-exclusion principle (see, e.g., [l, pp. 63ff.]), we have 
r,,,(G, n)= c (-1)‘%,,(S, n), (2) 
SrE(G) 
where x,,(S, n) is the number of m-cycles in K,, which use each edge of S. Clearly 
x,(S, n) = 0 unless S is the edge set of an m-cycle or a linear forest. The edge sets 
of m-cycles contribute the term (- l)“‘c, (G) to r,(G, n). 
Now let S be the edge set of a linear forest, F, with h edges and k components. 
Then any m-cycle containing each edge of F uses exactly m - h - k vertices of K,, 
not belonging to F: these can be chosen in (,:YF,:k) ways. Bearing in mind 
that a directed m-cycle may traverse each component of F in either direction, the 
number of directed m-cycles which use each edge of F, and which use a particular 
set of m -h - k other vertices of K,,, is 2k(m -h - l)! Thus, 
2x,(S,n)=2k(m-h-1)! (ITh,Tk,), 
and the result now follows from (2). Cl 
We now define the array !kf = {i+}jal.k>O as follows: if k = 0, then 
Mi(+$ (i-l)!(i); 
t 3 
(3) 
otherwise, 
i-k 
A4ik=2k-1 c (i+k-l)! 
i=O 
(5) 
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We also define, for any (p, q)-graph G: 
c’(G) = 2 t-l)%,(G). 
m=3 
Theorem 2. Let G be a (p, q)-graph. Then for each n 3 p: 
r(G> 12) = c'(G) + q + i (-l)hM,,_,,,kA,,k(G). 
h.k=O 
(6) 
Proof. Let H = {(h, k): 1 c h s q, 1 s k s q, h + k 2 3). Then from Remarks 1 and 
2 and Theorem 1, we have 
yGn)=c’(G)+; E (m-l)!(;)&(G) 
m 3 
-i3 Cm -2)! (;~;)M3 . 
(m-h-l). ’ (,;~;~;)}hhk(G)- 
By using Remark 1 and the fact that (::;1:) is zero unless m 3 h + k, this is equal 
to 
c’(‘3+Mnob(G)+q- f (m -2)! (;~;)A,,(G) 
m=2 
+ 1 (-Uh2k_ 
(h.k)eH 
{_i+k(m-h-l)! (;--“h;;)}hdG). 
By setting i = m -h -k and using (4) and (5), we equate this to 
c’(G) + q f M&m(G) - W-,.,MG) + 1 M.,-,.,bdG), 
(h. kNH 
and using Remarks 1 and 2, we observe that the summation may be taken over ail 
h, k between 0 and q. Cl 
It follows immediately from Remark 1 that Mjk can exceed 0 only if j3 k. In 
order to calculate r(G, n) for n = p, p + 1, . . . , N for a graph of order p s N, we 
observe from Theorem 2 and Remark 2 that row j of M need only be known as 
far as k = min(j, N-j). Table 1 gives the elements of M required to calculate 
r(G, n) up to N= 12. 
The next proposition provides reasonably good estimates for the elements of M. 
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Table 1 
k 
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 1 
2 0 2 2 
3 1 5 6 8 
4 7 16 22 32 48 
5 37 65 98 152 240 384 
6 197 326 522 848 1392 2304 3 840 
7 1 172 1957 3 262 5480 9264 15744 
8 8 018 13 700 23 486 40 448 69 936 
9 62 814 109 601 191802 336 632 
10 556 014 986 410 1753 618 
11 5488059 9864101 
12 59 740 609 
Proposition 5. (i) If jZ=4, then (j- l)!<Mi,<bej!. 
(ii) If j Z 2, then Mij = 2k-‘(j - l)!. 
(iii) If 1 s k <j, then 
2k-‘(2-3 0’-1)!sMjk<2k-1e0‘-1)!, 
with equality for the lower bound if and only if j - k = 1. Moreover, if k = 1, then as 
j-m, M,,-e(j-l)! 
Proof. The terms to be summed in (4), (5) are all positive. 
(i) If k = 0 and j z 4, there are at least two terms, and (4) may be expressed as 
Mjo=~jl i 6 
2 ‘i=s(j-i)! i’ 
(7) 
The last two terms under the summation in (7) are l/j and l/(j - 1). Thus, 
>o’-l)!. 
From (7), we may also deduce that 
(ii) This follows directly from (5), which contains only one term if j = k. 
(iii) If 1 s k < j, then the last two terms of the summation in (5) are (j - l)! and 
(j - 2)! (j-k), giving the required lower bound, with equality if and only if these 
are the only terms. The upper bound is obtained by re-expressing (5). If k = 1, we 
obtain j-l 
f$l=ci-l)!i~o~d~-i), 9 
which is less than e(j- l)! but is asymptotically equal to e(j - l)! as j + 00. If k>l, 
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i-k (i + k - l)(i + k -2) * . * (i + 1) 
iqk = 2k-‘(j - k)! 1 
i=O (j-k-i)! . 
(8) 
If we replace i by i - k in the numerator of each term under the summation in (8), 
we strictly increase the expression, which then becomes 
i-k 
27j- l)! 1 l 
i=o(j-k-i)!’ 
and this is less than 2k-’ eG-- l)!. Cl 
4. Complements of trees are pancyclic or nearly so 
Using a result of Bondy [3], we can establish, for any n and any tree T of order 
p =% n, those values of m for which r,(T, n) > 0. We recall that a graph of order n 
is pancyclic if it contains cycles of each length from 3 to n. For the purposes of 
this theorem we say that a graph of order n is hypocyclic if it contains cycles of 
each length from 3 to n - 1, but no n-cycles. To avoid trivial anomalies, we state 
the theorem for n > 5. 
Theorem 3. Let n 3 5, p < n, and let T be a p-tree of maximum degree A. Then 
K,, \ T is pancyclic if A < n - 3, and hypocyclic otherwise. 
Proof. By the Corollary in [3], K, \ T is pancyclic unless either 
(9 K \ T = K12.n12r or 
(ii) there exists a pair u, u of vertices that are not adjacent in K,, \ T (and hence 
are adjacent in T), and the sum of their degrees in K,,\ T is less than n (and 
hence d(u)+ d(v), the sum of their degrees in T, exceeds n -2). 
Condition (i) cannot hold, since T is connected. If condition (ii) holds, then 
either all, or all but one, of the n vertices of K, are adjacent in T to one of u or u. 
(Since T is a tree, no vertex is adjacent to both.) It is a straightforward matter to 
examine every one of these possibilities, and verify that K,, \ T is pancyclic when 
A < n - 3 and hypocyclic when A 3 n - 2. 
Finally, if condition (ii) does not hold, we have pancyclicity, and also d(u) + 
d(u) d n - 2 for any adjacent pair of vertices; hence A s n - 3. Cl 
5. Calculating the linear forest array of a forest 
In this section, we show that the linear forest array of any forest can be 
calculated from the arrays of its component trees, each of which can be calculated 
from the arrays of smaller trees. This provides the basis of a reduction method for 
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calculating the linear forest array of any forest. The computational complexity of 
this method will be considered in Section 8. 
If A(G) is the linear forest array of a (p, q)-graph, we define the linear forest 
polynomial A(G) of G to be the following polynomial in x and y : 
A(G)= f Ahk(G)xhyk. 
h.k =O 
(Note that the polynomial in x obtained by letting y = 1 is the analogue for 
undirected graphs of the polynomial G(x) defined in [9, Section 21.) 
Proposition 6. Let F be a forest with non-null components T,, . . . , T,. Then 
A(F) = lj A(T,). 
i=l 
Proof. Consider the coefficient A,&(F). The linear forests in F of h edges and k 
components are precisely those whose intersections with the Ti (i = 1,. . . , t) 
consist of hi edges and ki components such that xi hi = h and xi ki = k. Thus, 
Ahk(F) is the coefficient of xhyk in A(T . . A(T,). •i 
Now let T be any tree, and let u be any vertex of T of degree d(u) = d 5 2. Let 
the edges incident with u be (u, vi)= ei (i = 1,. . . , d). Denote by T,(u) the 
component of T\{el,. . . , ed} containing Ui, and by Fi(u) the tree induced by T on 
V(Ti(U))U{u} (see Fig. 1 for an example). The process of replacing T by the set 
{T,(u), fi(u)> ls,Gd of 2d tree> will be called reduction at u. 
Proposition I. Let T be any tree, let u be a uertex with d(u) = d ~2, and let 
Ti = Ti(u)p ‘fi = ‘Pi(u) (1 s i sd) be the trees resulting from reduction at U. Then 
A(T)=(d-l)($-l) i A(Ti)+(l-y) i$I {A(‘?i)n A(q)] 
i=l i#i 
+i i;j {A(‘fi)A(Fj) ,i j A(T,)}. 
Proof. For each i = 1, . . . , d, let ~(Tii) be the polynomial for linear forests in Y& 
which use the edge e, = (u, Ui). Then clearly 
~(~i)=A(~i)-A(Ti). (9) 
For each j = 0, 1,2, let A,(T) be the polynomial for linear forests in T which use 
exactly j edges incident with u. Thus 
A(T)=A,(T)+A,(T)+A,(T). (10) 
Using Proposition 6, we obtain the following expressions for A,(T) (j = 0, 1,2): 
A,(T) = fi A(Ti)v (11) 
i=l 
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V 
Y 
Fig. 1. Reduction of a tree T at a vertex u. 
T,(v) 
i,(v) 
T,(v) 
T,(v) 
i,(v) 
(12) 
(13) 
(In (13), we divide by y to cope with the fact that a linear forest component in pi 
containing ei and one in Ti containing e, merge to form a single linear forest 
component.) 
The result now follows from substituting (9) into (12) and (13) and then (ll), 
(12) and (13) into (10). 0 
A tree T may also be reduced at an edge, e = (u,, u2), as follows. For i = 1,2, 
denote by T,(e) the component of T\(e) containing Ui, and by Ti(e) the tree 
induced by T on V(Ti(e)) U {~a+}. The process of replacing T by {T,(e), ‘fi(e), 
T,(e), T*(e)} is called reduction at e (see Fig. 2). 
Proposition 8. If T is reduced at e as above, then 
A(T)=A(Ti)A(TJ+$(A(fi;-h(TJ)(A(%)-A(T,)). 
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- T,(e) 
l l i,(e) 
< 
T,(e) 
i,(e) 
Fig. 2. Reduction of a tree T at an edge e. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 7. Cl 
6. Computer results 
We wrote and ran computer programs which constructed the trees of order up 
to 12 in a recursive fashion, calculated their linear forest arrays using the 
reduction formulas of Section 5, and calculated y,(T, p) (m = 3,. . . , p) and 
y(T, p) for the trees of order p, for 5 < p C 12. Reid’s results [8, Tables l-31 were 
confirmed and extended, as follows. 
As T ranges over the p-trees, y(T, p) is maximized by S, for 5 <p < 8 and by 
P, for 9s~ < 12. The values of y(S,, p) and -y(P,, p), 5 <p < 12, are given in 
Table 2. (Since &\S, is the union of IQ, with a vertex of degree 0, y(S,, p) is 
in fact equal to iI&,,,.) 
This result goes some way toward corroborating Reid’s first conjecture in [8], 
which we reformulate as follows. 
Conjecture 1. For each p 2 9, max{y(T, p): T is a p-tree} is attained when (and 
only when) T= I’,. 
Remark 4. We are grateful to the referee for the observation that the results of 
Table 2 
P Y(S,, PI VP,* P) 
5 7 3 
6 37 23 
7 197 153 
8 1 172 1077 
9 8 018 8 490 
10 62 814 75 234 
11 556 014 742 710 
12 5488059 8084990 
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Table 3 
P 
\ d 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
2 7 37 197 1 172 8018 
3 3 19 119 784 5738 
4 3 21 129 832 5998 
5 23 143 930 6732 
6 153 1024 7558 
7 1077 8174 
8 8490 
9 
10 
11 
62814 556014 
47160 432716 
48790 444458 
54792 498280 
62278 570434 
68717 638398 
73 066 691142 
75234 725718 
742710 
5488059 
4392051 
4487 951 
5016385 
5763695 
6514464 
7 150 591 
7626895 
7934511 
8084990 
[8] can be used to prove that r(S,, p) < y(P,, p) for pa 12. A brief proof is as 
follows. Let H,, be the p-tree with diameter at most 3 and maximum vertex 
degree [$p] . Then the proof of [ 8, Theorem 5.11 and the statement of [8, 
Theorem 5.41 together imply that y(S,, p) < r(H,, p), p 2 12. Now the reduction 
technique in [8, Section 31 can-be used to reduce P, in a series of steps to H,, and 
the result thus follows from [8, Theorem 3.11. 
In order to discuss Reid’s second conjecture in [8], we define 
-r’,d’= min{-y(T, p): T is a p-tree of diameter d}, 
Pf’=max{y(T, p): T is a p-tree of diameter d}. 
These quantities are tabulated for 5 G p G 12 in Tables 3 (for -@) and 4 (for Py’). 
These tables suggest the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 2. (i) For each p 3 6, 
yF’> yb” and yF’<yr)<. . .<y’,p-“. 
Table 4 
2 7 
3 3 
4 3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
37 197 1172 8018 
22 133 847 6062 
22 141 964 7520 
23 145 1015 7874 
153 1034 8130 
1077 8226 
8490 
62814 556014 
50294 477734 
66502 646272 
70046 686146 
71043 708724 
72808 709658 
73381 723906 
75234 727878 
742710 
5488059 
5096634 
7075474 
7444559 
7732015 
7786148 
791.5709 
7 919 976 
7 951495 
8084990 
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(ii) For each p 2 7, 
r(*)> r?’ P (which is the same as yf)> -yy’), 
and 
pn < r(4) < . . . <p-1) 
P P P . 
Remark 5. Remark 4 and Table 4 imply that rF’< r(pp-‘), p 3 9. Conjecture 2(ii), 
in conjunction with this observation, implies Conjecture 1, and also implies Reid’s 
second conjecture in [8]. 
Finally, for a p-tree ‘I’, define 8(T) to be the value of m (3~ m up) which 
maximizes y,(T, p). (In principle, 8(T) may be many valued, though for the trees 
of order 5 to 12 this is the case only when T= P5.) Our computer results show 
that for p = 6 to 12, 8(T) is equal to p - 2 or p - 1, and that for p = 7 to 12 the 
trees T with 8(T) = p - 2 are precisely those of maximum degree A(T) 2 p - 3. 
This suggests the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3. (i) If T is a p-tree, then 8(T) is single-valued if p ~6. 
(ii) If T is a p-tree, then for each p ~7: 
B(T) = 
p-2 if A(T)zp-3, 
p - 1 otherwise. 
7. Asymptotic results 
Let G and H be graphs. If there is an integer N such that, for all n aN, 
r,(G, n)> y,(H, n) besp. y(G, n)> r(H, n)), then we shall write r,(G)> r,(H) 
(rev. r(G)> y(H)). 
Theorem 4. (i) Let G and H be graphs such that G has fewer edges than H. Then 
r,(G)> x,,(H) (m 2 3), (14) 
and also 
r(G)> r(H). (15) 
(ii) Let G and H be graphs each with q edges such that h21(G)> A,,(H). Then 
r,(G)> r,,,(H) (m 2 3), (16) 
but 
r(H)> r(G). (17) 
Proof. (i) Considered as a function of n, each non-zero term under the summa- 
tion sign in (1) is a polynomial in n, of degree m - h - k. Thus, r,(G, n) is a 
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polynomial in n. By Remarks 1 and 2, the coefficients of nm and n”‘-’ are 
non-zero and independent of G, while the coefficient of n”‘-’ depends only on q 
and decreases with increasing q. This establishes (14). 
Now the derivation of (1) from the inclusion-exclusion principle implies that if 
we take only the terms under the summation with h = 0 or 1, we obtain a lower 
bound for r,(G, n), whereas if we take h = 0, 1,2 then we obtain an upper 
bound. This is true also of (6). Thus, if G has q edges and H has r> q edges, 
r(G n)~c’(G)+q+M,.o-qM,-1.1, W3) 
-y(H, n>~c’(H)+r+M,.,-rM,-,., + Mn--2,JAH) + M,-,,JAH). (19) 
Subtracting (19) from (18) and making use of Propositions 2 and 5, we have 
(assuming that n 2 4): 
r(G, n)-y(H, n)>c’(G)-c’(H)+q-r+2(r-q)(n-2)!-2e(n-3)! r 
0 2 
This establishes (15). 
> 0 when n is sufficiently large. 
(ii) We use an argument analogous to that of part (i). If G has q edges, then the 
coefficients of nm, n”‘-’ and nmp2 in r,(G, n) are fixed, and the coefficient of 
n m-3 depends only on A,,(G), in such a way as to establish (16). 
Now let G and H each have q edges, and suppose that h2i(G)> A21(H). We 
obtain an upper bound for r(G, n) as was done for -y(H, n) in (19). Using 
Proposition 2, this may be expressed as 
r(G n) s c’(G) + K,o- sW-l,l- 1) 
- &L--2.2- Mn--2.1)h(G) + (;)W-2.2. (20). 
Taking the terms under the summation sign in (6) with h = 0, 1,2,3 gives a 
lower bound for y(H, n). Using the fact that A,,(H)+ A,,(H) + A,,(H) < (3 (from 
Proposition 3), and the fact that Proposition 5 establishes Mn-3.1 < h&,-3,2< 
Mn-3,3 if n 2 6, this lower bound may be written (assuming n 3 6) with the aid of 
Proposition 2 again as 
Y(H, n)~c’(H)+M,.,-q(M,-,.,- 1)-(M,-2.2-M,-2.1)A21(H) 
+ (;)M-2,~ ($L-3.3. (21) 
Subtracting (20) from (21) gives 
-y(H, n) - -y(G, n) > c’(H) - c’(G) 
+ (M,:z,- M--2.&h(G) -Ax(H)) - (34)&3.3. 
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Using Proposition 5 to obtain a lower bound for M,,-,,-M,,+, and an upper 
bound for M,,--3,3 now establishes (17). Cl 
Corollary 1. Let G be any graph with q edges other than S,,,. Then 
rn,(Sq+J> r,(G) h 2 3), 
but 
r(G)> r(Sq+d. 
Corollary 2. Let G be any graph with q edges other than Iq. Then 
r,(G)> r,(JJ h 2 3), 
but 
r(t+ r(G). 
Corollary 3. Let G be any connected graph with q edges, other than P4+1. Then 
r,(G)> r,@‘,+J Cm z-3), 
bur 
~U’q+,b v(G). 
8. Computational complexity 
In this section, we consider the computational complexity of calculating r(F, n) 
for a forest F by using successive reduction at vertices. 
If T is a tree, then the concept of a centroid of T (see, e.g., [4, Chapter 10, 051) 
may be expressed as follows: a vertex u of T is a centroid of T if, on reduction at 
u, the order of Ti(U) is at most half the order of T (i = 1,. . . , d(u)). By [4, 
Chapter 10, 951 every tree possesses either one centroid or two adjacent cen- 
troids. (See also [6].) 
Lemma 1. Let T be a p-tree, ~23. If T is reduced ar a centroid, and each tree so 
obtained is again reduced at a centroid if its order exceeds 2, the process being 
repeated until no such trees remain, then rhe number of reductions performed is at 
most (p - 1)2. 
Proof. We use induction on p: clearly the statement is true if p = 3. Suppose it is 
true whenever 3 s p d k, and consider a tree T of order p = k + 1. Reduce it at a 
centroid u to {T,(u), f,(u), . . . , Td(u), fd(u)}, where d =d(u). For each i = 
1 ,***, d, let pi be the order of Ti(u). Then, by the inductive hypothesis, the 
number of reductions required for T is at most 
i ((pi-1)2+p?)+1=2 i p?-2 f pi+d+l. 
i=l i=l i=l 
(22) 
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Since p > 3 and v is a centroid, it follows that d 2 2. Since Cf=‘=, pi = p - 1 and 
each pi is bounded above by $p, we have that, for, each i = 1, . . . , d, 
i=l 
i#i 
with equality for at most one value of i (and hence inequality at least once). 
Thus, 
d d 
C PZ< C Pi 
i=l i=l 
and so, from (22), the number of reductions required for T is at most 
i=l 
Theorem 5. Let F be any (p, q)-forest. Then for any n Z= p, the computational 
complexity of calculating y,(F, n) (3 c m s n) and y(F, n), using successive re- 
ductions at centroids, is polynomially bounded in q and n (and hence also in p and 
n). 
Proof. Each step in the reduction of each of the components Fi of F involves 
finding a centroid and then setting up a record of each of the trees formed by the 
reduction. The computational complexity of this is clearly polynomially bounded 
in the number of edges qi of Fi. By Lemma 1, the number of reduction steps 
required is at most Ci q? 6 (p - l)*. Building up A (Fi) for each i using Proposition 
7, and then A(F) using Proposition 6, is again of polynomially bounded com- 
plexity in q and n, as is calculating the required entries in M and using (1) in 
Theorem 1. Cl 
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